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IBA Director General John Whitney waa highly embarrassed when his leaving 
present from Capital Radio, an antique Crystal set could only pick up 
Horizon Radio. 

December 1904• 

IVi# Department of Trade and Industry has told a Welsa Vicar to stop 
singing hymns over his CB Radio. The Rav. Geraint Hughes used his CB set to 
deliver sermons, HymrM and prayers to those who could not get to his church. 

The DTI SAidthat it did not object to prayers and sermons, but MR Hughes 
had to stop slngir^. 

’’Playing music on CB is prohibited because it is a personal speech system” 
said a spokesman. Mr Hughes uses the handle "Dog Collar” 

February 19S5* 

Former Laser DJ Jessie Brandon has been refused the renewal of her work 
pmrmlt, preventing her from taking up Capital Radio’s offer of their late 
afternoon drivetime show. Jessie is quoted as saying "Your Government 
doesn’t know a radio dial from a hole in the ground" 

October 1985 

Peter Streames/Rivers the station co-ordinator at Radio Jackie is 
reportedly being considered by the conservative party to try and capture 
the "Youth Vote", in the run up to the next election. Ironic since the DTI 
and before that the GPO spent many years trying to close the station down. 
Could this be the first major move to capture the Youth Vote since RNI ? 

December 1986 

Short Wave station Radio Sovereign ran an interesting 'phone In on 
Boxing Day, the telephone number was announced several times on air, but 
despite a good signal no calls were received. The reason ? Somebody had 
forgotten to plug in the socket! February 198? 

An American research company have recently completed an audience 
survey for Radio Caroline. This puts listenership in the United Kingdom 
at Ah million, with a further 3 million on the continent. We can be 
assured at the accuracy of these figures as Ronan apparently complained 
about how much the survey cost him. 

June 1907 

Those of you who regularly follow the evetyday story of London folk in 
BBC Television's Eastenders will no doubt be delighted about one of the 
latest storylines in which Cafe owner Ali Osman has been recording items 
for his local pirate radio station. Not only that but our Ali was more 
than surprised when he spotted a DTI detector van going around Albert 
Square , Unconfirmed reports suggest thatEric Gotts has been signed up 
for a oameo role following his appearance in Bandung File on Channel 4. 

August 1907 

Former BBC name David Hamilton has had some harsh words for those left 
at Radio Two, the Network he left last year to join Radio 210 in 
Reading, as well as supplying syndicated programmes elsewhere. David is 
ouoted as saying "It would be charitable to say that Radio Two's music 
policy had become geratric. There's Only so much Vera I^nn and 
Bygraves you can play April 1988 

High V^combe Police were mystified when they heard a couple whispering 
sweet nothings to each other in Dutch over the Police Freluencies. It 
"turned out that Sporadic E had brought the couple's tender love to a 
greater audience than intended, messing up Police operations in High 
Wycombe no end 
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... AND FINALLY 
24. ... AND VERY FINALLY 

And Finally. I was always taught that one should never begin a sentence 
with the word "And". 3o having broken one of the first rules of English 
Grammar, I have hopefully kept one of the second, by getting your initial 
interest in this editorial. As most of you will know this is the Unal 
edition of Wavelength. Ihe magazine WcS started in 1984 followi^ on from 
Airspec News which was just about to close to brief was to "fill the gap . 
Having done that it was time to expand, however there comes a time when you 
have to look at what you are doing, and see if you can go * 
When yoM see that moving on is not possible you have to consider if things 
should stay the same. That in a nutshell is the reason why Wavelength is 
closing. I must stress that my interest in Free Radio is still there, and 
I am not leaving the cause alltogether. My only, or should that be main 
annoyance is the people who insist that they are always right and that if 
Governments provide regulations for more Freedom of broadesting that is a 
sell-out. I don t agree, but Radio, and most other things in life should 
always be progressive, looking to the future and never staying complacent. 
That, perhaps is what is wrong with Independent Local Radio, it 3 strange 
that Test traaamissions always create an initial excitement around a 
station but once the offeial programmin starts, its back to SQ’^are one. 
With thd solid Gold format on the AM channels in many areas, nothi^ is 
really changing there either. Sadly the same arguement could also be 

^^To^e^ m^^^tha^^eie^one who has been involved with Waveljjrv^th for the 
past ^yefrs. I won't mention names, in case I miss anyone, but yci know 

who you are. 

2 

M.y ROSSREVEN(»: 

Our Pinal voyage with the Lady. 

November 5th,1988. 

With the return of a full service for both Dutch and English listeners, 
Eiiropean Offshore Radio was in full swing once more, although Caroline's 
relaunch was something of a let down. Andy Bradgate handed over to Steve 
Conway during his programme on the evening of November 5th, and Monday 
morning was to see some staff changes with Steve and Andy both leaving 
the ship, and the others to be joined on board by Judy Murphy, Nigel Harris 
and a new name, American Chuck Reynolds. The line up read like this; 

0500 Steve Masters 
0900 Judy Murphy 
1300 Chuck Reynolds 
1600 Nigel Harris 
2000 Chris Kennedy 
2400 Closedown 

News duties were shared around the staff. We believe the closedowns may 
have been due to some generator difficulties. Radio 819 meanwhile continued 
on with a format not unlike its predecessor Radio 558. 

The Weekend of November 19th was given an international flavour with the 
Dutch members of Radio 819 joining the station which already had Canadian 
Judy Murphy, American Chuck Reynolds, and with the return of Steve Conway, 
after another short break two irishmen, the other being Chris Kennedy. 
Bad weather conditions the following evening had Nigel Harris "Hanging on" 
during his programme. 

A new member of staff fitted into the line up on 
Tony Klik and with the return of Ian Mack and Dave 
read thus; 

0500 Ian Mack 
0900 Judy Murphy 
1200 Chuck Reynolds 
1500 Nigel Harris 
1800 Dave Asher 
2100 Tony Kirk 
2400 Closedown 

November 21st, he was 
Asher the full schedule 

: Steve Conway. 

Chris Kennedy and Steve Masters left the Ross Revenge at this time. 

November 22nd brought an unexpected tribute at the start of the Chuck 
Reynolds show. "On behalf of the owner and management of Radio Caroline" 
Chuck paid tribute to the late JFK - John F. Kennedy on the 25th annlversaiy 
of his death. It is not very often that Caroline breaks from Its format, but 
JFK is one of Ronan O'Rahilly's heroes. It was Caroline Kennedy, the former 
Us presidentAs daughter whic^ gave the world famous station a name* Iht 
record played here was "Has ary one seen my old friend John. 

November 25th was another anniversary. One Year since the collapse of the 
main aerial mast. The News bulletins throughout the day looked back to what 
had occured on the station since and forward to the 25th Annlversaiy 
broadcasts of the station this coming Easter. 

The next week saw many new staff joining the station, however something 
of a reverse mutiny took place. The staff on board were having such a good 
time that when the new tender arrived nobody wanted to come off the ship! 
Ihe result considerably shorter programmes, and at weekends a whole new line 
up whilst the weekday staff put their feet up! 
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'ttit achtdul* for th# w«ek conmenclng Novembtr 28th. 

0400 Stev« Hlchardfl 
0600 Ian Mack 
0900 Judy Miirphy 
1300 Lave Asher 
1600 Nl^el Harris 
1900 Nell Gates 
2100 Tony Kirk 
2200 Ian Palner 
2300 aevln i^lson 

Ian Palaer and Judy Murphy left the ship on Leceaber 10th, this was to 
be Judy *s last stint with the station althou^ she had left a pre-recorded 
programme to be broadcast over the Christnas holiday. 

The schedule was moved around once mote, with aanagable staff levels. There 
were no direct replacements for Ian and Judy. 

0400 Kevin Nelson 
0600 Ian Mack 
0900 Nigel Harris 
1300 Lave Asher 
1600 Steve Richards 
1900 Nell Gates 
2100 Tony Kirk 
2300 Kevin Nelson 
0000 Closedown 

Some excellent cotmercials have recently been aired for Lotto 649* Recorded 
primarily by Judy Murphy and also featuring some of the other LJs on board. 
Based around the theme of what could be done with the Top prize, Buy a copper 
topped battery factory or an Offshore radio station with a 300 foot mast ? 

In addition some voice overs and commercials have been recorded for the 
station by a number of well known artists including the Four Tops, London 
Beat “9 am with Radio Caroline. • and Womack and Womack. 

December 23rd saw the start of apecJdprogrammes for the Christmas season, 
^though Yuletide records had already started to find themselves into the 
format. An appeal was staged for the victims and families of the Clapham 
Hail disaster. The crew gave up their rations for a 24 hour fast, and Isteners 
were encouraged to send their donations to the appeal fund. 

IXiring Christmas Eve and Christmas Day cards were read out on the air, and 
on Christmas Morning the two stations Radio Caroline and Radio 819 linked up 
during Steve Conways morning programme. Caroline was running a full 24 hour 
service over the festive season, as is done every weekend. 

New Yearb Eve sadly brought the final programme from Judy Murphy. Judy 
;5oined the station during the vSummer whilst the station was still running 
night time broadcasts only. From 1000 -1200 she presented the "Ones that got 
away" from the Music of the past year. Afterwards Steve Conway, Nigel Harris 
and Neil Gates got together in the studio for a farewell tribute and played 
her Starmaker, by the Kids From Fame. Steve continued the programmes at 
1200 also mentioned Chuck Reynolds who has also moved on (see Feople) Steve 
counted down the Top 60 of 1988, as voted by the DJs. The Pet Shop Boys * 
Domino Dancing was Number One, primarily because of the association with the 
return to daytime broadcasting. Itb "All Day, all day" introduction was used 
by Steve Masters in his promotional trailer for the return. 

The New Year was seen in with Style,Steve Conway was “In charge" although 
it was hard to tell at times from the noise in the Studio, a crltiaim was the 
insistanca to play backing music every time there was talk in the studio, 
quite irritating. 

News; 
Steve Conway 

News; 
Steve Conway 

January 2nd saw a surprise return to the station for Caroline Martin who 
presented the evening slot starting at 2100. A revised line up was presented 
from January 3rd including the return of Powerdrive, and an on the hour 
New service. A new station identification, still incorporating the famoiia 
Caroline Bell is now heard on the hour, the voice behind this is Dave Asher. 

0400 Nick Jackson 
0600 Nigel Harris 
0900 Nell Gates 
1300 Dave Asher 
1600 Powerdrive:St0V0 Conway 
2000 Caroline Martin 
2400 News, followed by Closedown. 

The end of the week was marred by technical breakdowns, particularly on 
Thursday when several closedowns wore made. In particular the audio sounded 
very distorted. 

Line up changes were made the following week, Caroline Martin having 
Joined the daytime cast list at the weekend, 30 the line up ior most of the 
week commencing January 9th read; 

0500 Nigel Harris 
0900 Caroline .'Martin 
1300 Neil Gates 
1600 Dave Asher 
1900 Nick Jackson 
2300 Noil Gates 
0100 Closedown. 

Steve Conway was busy chatting with Nigel Harris on January 19th, in fact 
the breakfast show was to be NigeTslast for the time being with Steve taking 
over the programme the next day. 

Things have also been moving on 819kHz. Radio 819, the Dutch Service 
continues from day to day and broadcasting hours have now been increased. 
Prcn the end of Viewpoint on Saturday night, usually at around 2200, Radio 
6I9 transmits further programmes in the Dutch language. These programmes 
which commenced in mid December are mainly on Tape. 

English language programmes on 819 have also commenced, do doubt to the 
pleasure of many people in Offshore Rddio still pining after the end of 
Overdrive, the alternative rock service which ended in 1907» "Caroline 819” 
commenced on January 24th, after announcements on 55^ pointed us in tne 
right direction on our dials. Rob Harrison opened the channel at 2200, he 
programmed until 0100 when it wan the turn of Colin r'!uonli-Bar (Yes, we 
think its stupid as well) A format of classic tracks and current rock music 
was noted, sounding more commercial than Caroline Overdrive ever did. The 
service will run on weekdays only as Radio 81>, as we mentiorsd above already 
use the charnel on a Saturday night and on Sundays the religioi.s programmes 
continue for considerably longer, making it iin{ racticable to start the 
rock service on that evening. 

The Short Wave service. World Mission Radio was micsirg during much of 
January after the aerial mast for this service collapsed. It has since 
been rebuilt and programmes from the station have since recommenced on 
6215. We believe the date to be January 24th. 

Caroline 55^ itself has now returned to 24 hour broadcasts, although 
a weekly break to check the generators is required. Work is currently 
being carried out on increasing the transmitter power on both 8I9 and 338. 
The Dutch sen'ice optomistically annoiinced that the power increase would 
take place February Ist, although no dramatic charge has been noted. 
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The return to daytime broadcaatiru^ has brought many new names to Caroline. 

Kevin Nelson vas formally working in Ireland on Hits 954 write Anoraks UK. 

Nick Jackson does not nave amy connection with the BBC Radio 2 presenter of 

the same name. Meanwhile Caroline iiartin who has not been heard for a 
couple of years was engaged to Mark Matthews* now working with Invicta Radio 
in Kent. The couple were previously working for British Telecom in Cambridge. 

Judy Murphy has now moved to Radio Luxembourg where she uses the name of 

Jody Scott, she has only changed the najne and is still very pleasant to listen 

to Jody's first show on 1440kHz was on January 14th. Chuck Reynolds who spent 

just one stay with ^’aroline is now on London Oldie station Capital Gold, 
Randall Lee Rose is the new name being used by Chuck. It proves that Caroline 

can still make names and move people on to other radio jobs sucessfully. 

GREATBRnAIN 

RALIO KRTSTEL (l) who have been part of the British Short Wave scene for 

many years made their final broadcast on November 11th. Mary factors 
contributed to the closure, amongst them the proposed ban on operators 

from legal radio in the United Kingdom after January lot,1989 and rumours 

of a purge on Short Wave Radio stations across Britain by the LTI. Kryatel 

originally broadcast on Bank Holidays, before switching to the 4th Sunday 

format in the Autumn of 1966. The first broadcast took place in 1981 
VFRL continue to be heard with regular programmes on 48 and 41 metres, 

in addition to their Worldwide service. Additional broadcasts took place 

over the Christmas Holiday period oh the 48 metre band frequency, 63OO. 

Increased Interference around that channel has meant that WFRL, like near 

neighbours Britain Radio on 63O4 are looking for another frequency, and it 
h^ been decided that from February 12th the second Sunday programmes will 

switch to 6275 kHz. The Tender Trip programme will shortly be returning 

to the station after a break of two months. Adrian Cooke took over the 

1100-1200 slot during the absence of Iain Johnston. The 41 metre broadcasts, 

heard on the 1st Sunday of the month of 7385 are being given a new look, 

this includes a Monthly Powerplay to be aired at the start of every hour. 
The Worldwide service aired during the first week of the month on various 

frequencies currently has a four hour cycle of Programmes including the 

Magazine Worldwatch, Rock Music and the Top 20 album chart. (2) 
RADIO EAST COAST COMMERCIAL (2) continue as the mast regular of the UK 

Short Wave stations, most weeks on 6815 with Norman Nelson playing a select 
-ion of Rock'n Roll and other Oldies, requests are prefered for.records at 

least four years old in order to bring more variety. The first Sunday trans 

-mission features the popular Dx programme compiled for the station by Neal 

West.Broadcasts start at 1100 (UK Time) On Christmas Morning Norman took 

telephone calls from listeners, the number had been previously given in 
most leading Free Radio Publications. As is often the case this kind of 

listener participation is most interesting. It is a pity that security 

reasons mean that it cannot be a regular feature. It also reflects the fact 

that letter writing is a dying art. Not just between friends, relatives and 

lovers but to Radio stations well. Listenei's must remember that the 
letter is the most valuable item a Free Radio station can receive. It is 

the only way of gauging whether or not their efforts are worthwhile. am 

sure Noman will agree with the sentiments. Aloe on i^hristmas Lay there 

was a report on.the'ajmual charity swim into the Wash. ^ * 4. 
ATLANTA RADIO (2) have been active recently with three broadcasts, two 

of them being on the same day '. On December llth the channel was b285, 

whilst on January 22nd 6238 a-d 6275 were chosen. The reason was that 

Atlanta were celebrating Ten year^ of brcadca.^ting, which was commemorated 

6 

by the transmission of the Atlanta Radio ^tory heard on both frequencies, 

and available from the Radio Broadcast Library at £3*00 Sterling (che^uos 

to be made payable to RBL) The programme was narrated by Tim Stewart. 

Earlier in the day the two channels had broadcast separate programme? 

including Atlanta .Roundabout'and Music pre^jrammes from Phil Collins and 
Paul Graham. 

■ BRITAIN RADIO (3&4) made their regular broadcast on December llth and 

then the Boxing Lay broadcast live at Christmas. However as mentioned 
earlier the station has been experiencing problems with the amount of 

interference from co-users around their normal 63O4 channel. Therefore cn 

January Ist, during a test broadcast on 6238 Station Manaf::er Roger lavis 

announced that 3R1 was suspending regular broadcasts until a regular fre.;u 
-ency, clear of Interference could be found. Amcn^jst other fre luencies 

beijig considered are 6225, 6230 and 6270. Roger's feelings on the suspension 

of programmes is that there la very little point in spending time putting 
them together when nobody can hear them. During the time off the air an 

equaliser has been added .to the mixer, this shojld improve the overall 
audio quality. 

After a considerable absence KLA .'b'lLIO (5) have resumed transmissioas once 

more. They were heard regularly through December on 6260 and 6254, the 

latter was in use over the Christmas period. Reception in the UK was 

moderate, and described as being poor in Europe. 

With two Atlanta Radio broadcasts already on the air January 22nd became 

even more confusing with the arrival of Radio Atlantis Short Wave. The station 

apologisec for missing their promised Christmas broadca'^t. T'his was due to 

problems the station had been experiencing following a rale cn their 

service late last year.(6). 

WEEKEND MUSIC RADIO (7 ) made its usual Christmas transmissions putting in 

a strong ^^ignal on 6317 with a 100 watts transmitter or Cbiristman Day and 

Boxing Day. In addition a further transmitter on 15044 was used, a] thcnigh 

tech'ical problems meant that this outlet was not on air all the time. 

From Boxing Day WMR remained on the air through the night until 1100 cn 
Holiday Tuesday, December 27th. 

IRELAND 
Lece.mber 3Lst was the deadline set by the Irish Au'horities, ai'ter which 

severe fines and prison sentences would be im]/rrec: on anyv.ne connected with 

unlicenced radio broadC5u^ting. The closure looks like havin a major effect 
on -hort V.'ave Free Radio. In recent years many st''’tioas, y ai’ticularly from 

the UI' have come to rely cn Irelandb easy going attitud to ur.licenced ran jo 
to enable them to make hia^h powered trarsmissions from Ireland to i-lurope. 

Amongst them the Scottirh Free Radio Network, and more recently Radio Fax, 

which produced a technical information service running twenty four hours a 

day, with a medium wave outlet replacing ihe Short Wave transmitter through 

the night. Fax closed on Friday >0th December, freeing the Short Wave 

transmitter to allow a relay of the closure of Boynenide Radio the next d.:iy. 

The 6230 transmitter formerly used by Racio Rainbow was also used for this 

purpose, December 31st saw th<- final broadcast lor many of the popular 

Short Wave stations Westside Radio, 6260, Radio Mi Amigo 6245 Riverside 

Radio 6304. However IXiblin Commercial station Radio Lublin defied the 

QU/ 60 65 8.0 
Yf M ■■■*• M 

10 0 
•MM* 31 tA 

,I3 0 
IKJO 

18 0 
mmmmm i.m 

MHz 

MHz 

MW 54 60^0 80 100 120 140 160 kHz 

_LW .15Q.J70 J9Q_^220 250 270 285 kHz 
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with the medium wave 1100, whilst station owner Eamon Cooke fights it out 

with both the Irish Courts and the ESB, who were threatening to remove his 

Klectricity flupply. 
Of the relay stations the Scottish Free Radio Network of Stella, Crusin' 

Solid Gold etc closed during Mid December, WLR made their final 6230 
broadcast cn Boxing lay, December 26th, but were heard on 63I8 on Ja; uar>' 1st, 

The location of this transmitter is unknown, however the 3tation*is planning 

to continue if it can. Speaking of the closures Westside Radio's Prince Thrty 
told Wavelength ”1 am very sad about the whole thinp- maybe it is the beginning 

of Real Free Radio in Ireland”. It remaias to be seen. 
As a footnote the Anoraks Ireland organisation has also folded due to the 

legislation and the 5IO Collins Avenue West address is no longer available. 

As a result of the Irish legislation the Internation Radio Relay Service 

are moving their transmitters to a new location. No definate decision has 

yet been made although Italy is a possibility. RADIO SUCAN closed down on 

January lit, this was their final broadcast- 'Phe decision was made by Tony 

King due to the Iris^'h legislation, and other commitments. Meanwhile Phil is 

joining F-iDcn Radio who are moving into this New Year with a revised format. 

The station will be knov'n as Falcon Radio:The Rock of Furope and will play 

rock music from the 1950s through to the 8O3 with presenters Peter Moss, 
Tony King, Mike Allen, ajid Fhil who will host the Power Hour. In addition 

Patrick Champvert will te on hand with the French Service. 607p is the 

frequency used so far in 19Q9 by the a tation(9) 

EUROPE  

FR3 HCLLAi'a. (8) made their first b.oacccist for 1969 wit' a transmission 

on 6240, January 15th. Reception on the Continent w.is good however not so 

in the U/C where reception war poor, ve missed it altogether. 

Other stations cunently operating on the European Continent include; 
Radio Black Power, Radio Arena, Radio Action, Slid V.’est Radio and Radio 

Titanic, who are shortly to clock up their 100th transmission. 

During the holiday period a New station was heard testing with the name 

DX international. No '"TH available at the time, but stated they hoped to have 

ore in the near future. Luring the tests a couple of fre.uencies were used 

namely 6277 and d630. 

ADDRESSBOOK 

1. 294 Godstore ^^oad, Lhitely, S-rry, Mjgland. 

2. Po box 5» Hunstanton, Norfolk FE36 5AU 

3. 32 Victoria Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SFl 'IC. 

4. Postbus 19074 - 5301 EH Utrecht, The Netherlands. 

5. Bf'l Nectar, London, WCIN 35CX. 

6. 128 Kingfisher Drive, Eastbourne, Surrey. 

7. 42 Arran Cl"»se, Cherr/ Hint, n, Cambridge, 

8. Pas thus 41, 7700 Ledemsvaart, The Nethorlarxis 

9. Fo Box 109, Northampton. 
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LlSTENEBfS GUIDE 

TABLE OF REGULAR FRErJ RADIO BROi-.LCASTERS 

6215 World Mission Radio / Radio Caroline' (556) 

International Waters Daily 

6275 WFRL: Wonderful Free Radio London G3 2nd Sunday 

6290 Radio Orion GB Most Sundays 

6815 Radio Ea*^t Coast Commercial GB Eveiy Sunday 

73Q5 

Other 

WTRL: Wonderful Free Radio London 

regular stations with no fixed schedule 

GB Ist Sunday 

6289 Radio Apollo GB 

Free Radio Service Holland ^rd Sunday 

Britain Radio International (testing) 

WFRL WORLDWIDE 

Worldwatch; Andy V/alker and Dave Martin, UK Top Twenty Album Show; 

Adrian Cooke, Rock Show;Tony Wolfe. 

First Saturday; 9970kHz 3I metres 0000-2400 UTC 

Following Wednesday 12100kHz 25 metres 0000-2400 l/TC 

Following Saturday; 11170kHz 25 metres 0000-2400 UTC 

9922 may replace 9970, Currently under test 25845 

Schedule subject to last minute revision 

LONDON_ 
Andyl^lker 

V/ell, this is it Kiddies, the last issue of Wavelength, and the last time 

I write this column. A general look at Free Radio at the moment will tell ^ 

anyone that it is in a bad way, a slump I would put it. The new laws that ' 
came into force on December 3Ist,1968i meant that the Irish stations had to 

close, and in the United Kingdom, mainland pirates if they wanted to apply 

for one of the licences that will be available later this year. Everyone 

shouts about how great it will be to have more stations on the air, legally. 

It's not the type of Free Radio I've been fighting for since 1975, but I 

suppose we should be grateful for small mercies. Offshore Radio Isn’t that 

hot either. I know many people who feel let down by Radio Caroline, many 

things were promised but in my view and in many of my friends view as well 

Radio Caroline is still boring and nothing has changed since she returned 

to all day broadcasting on 558, I for one don't listen to her anymore. I 

don't think I'm turning my back on Free Radio by not listening to the .Lady, 

but enough in enough and here in London, we have two new Radio stations on 

the air . GLR (Greater London Radio) 94 *9^1*1 /l456 AM (Formerly BBC Radio 

London) plays the typ® of music I waint to hear, AOR, all day. The second 

station is Capital Gold 1540AM, they also play music I like to listen to. 
Oldies 24 hours a day. So why would I want to listen to Caroline, with 

trashy top 40 music, with the odd rock and oldies track thrown in here and 

there. The free Radio press (that's what 1 call it) likes to suck up to 

Caroline, tell us how great it is, and all the Anoraks follow like sheep 

believing it, because it’s an Offshore Free Radio (Pirate) station. I have 

my own opinion and I thinJi for myself, and here at Wavelength we are all 9 
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the same individual people who write for one magazine, with our own views, 
at least we speak out, not suck upl It's been nice to have as much space as 
I want in this final, bumper issue of Waveler^jth, fire off mi' views and 
tell you the more seedier side of London's pirate stations. But first news 
of the big plug pulling session and the end of 1^88. Many of the major soul 
stations have closed down 30 they can apply for a licence. Solar Radio, 
Kiss FW and LVR, the big three have all gone, so have I£1R (London Greek 
Radio), but a few continue like Rock to Rock Time R^io 102.2, 
Classic 94.2,and Hits FM have changed their name to Cityside Radio 9^*4FM. 
However things are not ouite what they seem. A new project on the Horizon 
is already on the air. Non-stop music is being broadcast on 9i*9 to keep 
94FK clear. This hush nush project is being put together by LWR. Vbile they 
wait for their licence application to go through Government Qiani^els, they 
plan to come back on the air as Reach FM. TYiey were going to call it Radio 
London, but this has now been scrapped. I also understand that LWR will 
return to London's airwaves with or without a licence, we shall see. LWR 
used to have pirate radio’s most powerful link transmitter, 250 watts, 
tiss FM avoided studio raids in their last year on the 
extra safe linking system. I’he studio was pluggec into a 1400mHz • 
which transmitted to an intermediate link receiver and link tx on 480nu.z 
which went to the main transmitter on So now you know, don't you 

t>ri c' 
Blp' Apple 102.4 are new to London's airwaves pumpins out Soul to the 

capital which is now in Short Supply, but is still the major music output 
of London's pirates. Star Radio have moved to 9J.1K"! ana are still 24 hours 
7 days a week. They were foraerly on 102.im. Supreme :J0.4 another newish 
L.ation coming out of North London they seem to be doing very well with 
advertisers. Another station which has been on the air for a couple of 
months is Broadway Radio lUb.lFM in North Kent. The station is on the air 
every wLkend and a fev. nights during the week after midnight. It also ran 
24 hours over Christmas with a mixture of Rock and pop mixed with old 
Offshore recordings. A nice signal is heard within its target area, hu. the 
programmes are of a very weak standard, but it keeps the locals happy - -ney 
must be easily pleased. The first week of the New Year saw the ITI out raid¬ 
ing once agalL Supreme 90.4 were raided that day, and also Hock to Rock in 
the late evening. They had a full studio bust, but were back by the weekend. 

Meantime Radio 90KM were new on the air over the first weekend of the New 
Year with a low quality audio signal. It was great to hear RKH (Hock H'.) 
with a good signal at my location. Meantime are using a low power banc 2 
transmitter from the studio to the main traasmitter on a tower block in 
Woolwich. The link is received on an old Amstrad music centre, which is also 
sitting on the roof of the tower block. One oi the best new statioas I've 
heard is 0102 102.4FK Stereo, good audio and ‘Stereo separation with a fine 
signal here in South East London. The station has been put together by LJs 
fr^ some of the big stations such as Solar, Jl’M etc.They were busted at 
night on the 28th/29th January, let’s hope they stay on air for many months 

to come. j X X 
Ex-London Soul pirate, Chicago FM, who are no longer on the air went out 

with a bang. After its second studio raid, and the loss oi everything, the 
operators toe* to armed robbery to get back on the airwaves. Vney planned 
to hold up a Kentucky Fried Chicken Take Away food shop. Needless to say 
things didn't go as planned and at least one of the EJ raiders is now 

serving time in prison. _ 
One of the greatest stories which left the LTI with egg on their faces, ^ 

but an incident they wouldn't shout about is going to be told here. Hits IM 
u^seri a tower block in West London to broadca.st from, and their dipole was 
fixed to a mast which had repeaters for Heathrow airport altatched. No 
interference from the Hits Tx on the airport repeaters wa.- repertec., but 
when the IfTI raided tne station, not only cic tney remove the transmitter, 
tbev took down the repeater mast to remeve ihe Hits aerial, and left the 
repeater ma.st lying on the roof. Mow does a Government department account 
fo- Itself, by an act wdiich could possiUy endanger life? Ibis i rrespor.sible 
arUon\y people who sh-;!-: . no-w better should not be under the car- 
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pet unnoticed. Hits FM should have never used the site, I for one would not 
las tall a transmitter and aerial on anything other than a television mast, 
but maybe the management of the station, now called Cityside Radio are more 
worried about making money from their 0896 telephone calling service, which 
is used for advertising on the station. More bad news from the DTI, comes 

, , in the form of an enterprising pirate person, who for a weekly fee will let 
stations know when they are about to be raided. This is done by monitoring 
the ITI's radio frequencies on which they talk about their business on. 

3 After they have heaixl of a raid, the monitor phones the station with the 
tip off. The day and time. This gives the operators time to switch off,2md 
move everything, I've heard its 100?6 safe. Which is good if the Studio is 
about to be raided by those in the know. 

Ex NMR LJ Simon James has been asking around London's pirates for an FW 
transmitter, he has plans to start an Oldies station on Sunday evaings in 
the ii,ast End of the city. Meainwhile I've heard that there could he a new 
weekly publication on offer to Free Radio addicts, similar to Weekly Report, 
the newBsheet would come out once a. week, and could be bigger and cheaper 
than its North Count^iy counterpart. The budding editor would also have an 
Infoline, and is looking at the 0898 telephone service so that he could 
make Loadsanoney from the phone Calls. 

Lets look towards Easter; Big L, Radio London may return to the airwaves 
for just one day, with original jingles, format and even the bleeps during 
the news. The biggest pirate project ever on land maybe broadcast on MW, 
FM and two or three Short Wave outlets • All the programmes would be live 
and a telephone line would be in operation so stay tuned. Talking of Big L 
SW style, my very own baby WFRL is pushing up its power to 3OO watts and we 
also plan to transmit on the 11 metre band very soon. To help with operating 
problems in the big City we are planning to use a vertical antenna system. 

Those Fop rockers at Raiders have had a name change and returned to the 
airwaves as Magic Radio IO5.4FM, with a mixture of Rock and Pop Music, Lets 
hope it works this time lads. Yet another new project testing is Harp FM 
88.4• I first heard them testing on January 20th with a good signal late in 
the evening with what sounds like Gary Stevens (Ex-hits) Veronica 102 LJ. 
Maybe we have another station changing its name, but Gary still sounds as 
Sickly as the lager tastes. 

As mentioned earlier the two new legal stations GLR and Capital Gold are 
going great guns and picking up many listeners. Capital Gold have a good 
line up which star*ta the day with the original breakfast Show hosted by 
Tony Blackburn. Kenny Everett is on in the afternoons with his usual fun 
and madness. There are also ex-pirates Lave Cash and Paul Burnett on the 
station. Moving over to the lBC GLR have Nick Abbott on Breakfast who 
speaks his mind about everything and has been known to use minor swear 
words over the airwaves. The great Johnnie Walker has a three hour lunch¬ 
time slot with music interviews, and News which mixes together very well. 
Yet another ex-pirate Tomn\y Vance has his daily Lrivetime show with some 
good rock. 

In the last issue of Wavelength 1 spoke of the Engineer who made transmitt 
-era for stations, then stole them, then re-sold them back. In i act this 
gentkeman is as Hid in Weekly Report puts it ."The Ihantom tx nicker of old 
London Town". In fact he does work for a very well known London Soul station 
as their engineer, this station has been removing other stations transmitters 
for quiet a while, and they have never been found out. Big bussiness which 
was behind the station meant that the operation had gangster connections and 
that the criminals which run London's nightclubs and put up the money which 
kept it on the air, didn't want competition because the LJs played at their 
night spots and plugged them heavily on the air. I shall say no more on that. 

London Rock are still going strong on a Sunday on 98.1 FM and it was 
reported that RFL - Radio Free London) were bade on London's airwaves over 
Christmas with a test. 

In this final issue of Wavelength I can now reveal the transmitter engineers 
who build the equipment which is used by the London stations. A good engineer 
doesn't come cheap, and if you want them to supply a studio as well, plus 
Install everything the cost runs into thousands of pounds. One company who 
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says it doesn’t do work for "Pirate Stations" ,b\it does can fit you out with 
a full studio with limiter. Link tx, reciever and aerials, plus the 60 watt 
Band 2, fully remote controlled, with installation for just under £4,000! 
The other mainmen charge about the same. As you can see many stations have 
been well ripped off, and if you know the right phone numbers, the gentleman 
at the other end will relieve you of your cash. Lone, and you have been! On 
the other hand you can find an engineer who isn't a conmanl Link tx and 
receiver 45 watt band 2 aerials just £550 and yes it is remore controlled for 
that price as well. Beware of Mail Order txs, most of them are of poor 
quality, but good old Chris Evans is one of the best, if you go to him you'll 
get a good rig and a good deal! 

On that note I shall leave you. Using the wors of an Ex Caroline jock, 
"It's been a Slice". Its been great writing for Wavelength, and I for one 
will miss it. I'm off to another magazine to Cover Short Wave Free Radio 
Activity. So off into the sunset I go, Pen and Paper in hand, and operators 
beware! Walkers writing about you out there 11 

MIDLANDS 
JohnHickling 

Well another year has gone by and still we await the Government to make 
licences available for the many stations wanting to selj up Community Radio 
Every year “Free riadio" activity in the UK seems to be more prominent than 
the year before and I am sure that the LTI men realise that they are 
fighting a losing battle. Nottinghamb first (permenant} community station 
seems to strongly emphasise the need for the ethnic minorities to have 
their own stations to associate with. Although most of the time on HiuATWAYE 
COMMUNITY RADIO (IO5) reggae/raggamuffin style sounds are heard, the stat¬ 
ion definately does a lot to promote local talent, businesses and social 
events, joining together all people enjc^ing this type of music. However 
it seems that 999^o of all artists featured on the station are coloured/ 
black. Other musical styles featured are rap, hiphop/break, acid, soul, rare 
groove, mowtown, inspirational gospel, lovers' rock and the odd black pop 

t racks (a) 
I hope Radio Freedom from Derby will broadcast more regular over the 

coming year. This year they've only been logged on air for three separate 

days, spread over the entire year. x- t 
One-project I think could well be a good idea is to have one national 

radio station to 1elay various community stations from throughout the 

around the clock. 

Nottingham. 

HEATWAVE COMMUflETY RADIO (IO5.O MHz stereo FM)(Black Reggae/Soul) The 
powerful signal continues to be picked up in the North Midlands and South 
Yorkshire regions. Despite the Government's reccomendation that after the 
beginning of 1989 any 'pirate' station still operating would not be 
considered for a Community broadcasting- licence, HCH continues to defy the 
law, apparently oblivious of the fact. It should be interesting to see 
whether the station can continue to operate. A regular prograv.me every 
Thursday night around 2100-2200 is the DJ Soaker (Socaj Man and his choice 
of Calypso/Affro-Cariibean style music, which makes a change from the 
Reggae/Raggamuffin sounds. Ilie station celebrated its first sucessful year 
of broadcasting with a party held on Friday 2l3t January at the Marcus 
Garvey centre on Lenton Boulevard, Nottingham. 

NORTH MIDLANDS. 

^ At this loca-cion near Chesterfield, North Midlands Radio (IO5.5) were 
heard on Sunday 18th December and Friday 25rd. The Sunday broadcast 
started at I5OO and the Friday's at 1945 (102.4) were heard testing 
on Friday 23rd (nightime) with numerous breaks in transmission and 
drifts of frequency. Signal was reasonablein mono but very hissy in 
stereo. BRITANIA RADIO (96-2) has been heard on Christmas Day from 1200- 
1220, in good mono, but again very hissy stereo and with some bleedover 
from Radio One FM. The DJ was Ken Crescendo. 

(Anthony Page, Derbyshire) 

WEST MIDIoANDS 

Neither PCRL (IO3.5) nor Quest FM (IO4.I) were heard on air January 8th 
although a strong signal relaying 'hiss ' on IO4 was evident which was 
probably Cuest'3 main transmitter or, even, PCRL. METRO RADIO (IO4.9) 
broadcasts each weekend from 2200 Friday until 2400 on the following 
Sunday. A new weekend station, RADIO IO4 or PMIO4 has recently opened. 
Likewise with metro, it is an Ethnic community station, and both have 
aired adverts for PCRL'a going off-air party. FMIO4 was first heard testing 
on Thursda night January 12th. fUEST FM are now noted on the FCRL 105.5 
frequency and were on the air over the weekend of January 14th/15th. On 
the Saturday they were on from 1200-2500, when they went off due to 
technical problerrs . They were in fact using the name SUNRISE COMMUNITY 
RADIO on Saturday, but by the next day they had returned as Quest FM. Again 
more technical problems had forced the station to start its aunday broad¬ 
cast late at 1550-2200. DJs on the station included a1 Capone with rare 
groove,Aiits, TNT with hip hop, and juJ swift with soul/horise music. MACR 
continue to be heard in the evenings 

Anthony Page. 

nandsworth 

ENTERPRISE FM (91.9 MHz FM)(Black reggae/Soul). Has not been heard since 
51st December 1988; at the time of compiling this report they still havn't 
returned to the air, so it is possible that they have left the air in 
order to apply fo a Community Radio licence. 

It is probable that ex-enterprise and PCRL DJs and technical staff have 
closed down the two stations but in the meantime have begun operating new 
black stations under different names probably in an effort to protect the 
old names so they may be used once community licences have been made 
available - so in effect neither PCRL or ENTERPRISE have shut down; they've 
resumed their programmes under new station names with slight location 
changes. (Section editor's opinion) 

Solihull 

KISS-FM (105.5) the "Dance station" from Solihull was last hoard, in 
this area on December 12th at 2555 featuring late night reagee music. Nothing 
has been heard since and it is presumed that they have now closed. 

Vest Bromwich 

P0'.^RH0USE RADIO (IO5.O)(Popular t^sic statiom) 
The station certainly lives up to its name; giving a veiy clear and 

strong FM signal, which is received, as far away as Clowne in Derbyshire 
not far from the South Yorkshire border. DJs heard include Mr.X and raul H. 
The fre-iuently used telephone reouest/dedication line is (021) 559 3249. 
Besides Modern Pop, lots of oldies are featured Including Rock and Roll. 
Throughout the month PHW continues to operate 24 hours a day/7 days a 
week • 

) HUMBERSIDE 

J >ScunthorT.e 

wl:g (104.9 MItz fm) 
This station was heard on January 5rd, featuring an interview with Stuart 

Graham of the Scunthorpe Radio Group. 
Anthony Page. 13 
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NORTHWEST 
RADIO Vl'jRONICA who have been operating now for some years will be 

taking a break from the air after their broadcast on February 12th, They 
can still be reached at 81 Lark Lane, Liverpool LI? BuP. 

CONCEPT RADIO are operating on 55undays only on 97*7- TH is 18 Glynne 
Street, Bootle, l20 6DF. 

mCRIZON radio. This station has been reported back on the air testing 
on 102 mHz. No other information available at the moment. Radio Julie are 
also reported to have returned to 104,8, but can only be heard locall.t. 

RADIO AT^JA^^?IS - this station operates Saturday/Sunday on 1197 from around 
lOOJ - 2200. Of late a very strong signal has beenheard throughout the 
lorth Vest. Address is I Yew Tree Lane, Liverpool L12 9HG. 

RATIO >ffiRSEYWAVES- Hot heard regularly of late due to a number of 
problems. Normally operates Friday to Monday on 1242kHz, Address is 126 
Curlew Way, Wirrel, L46 7SS. 

l^CRTH CLAST RADIO - Another station with a very good signal operating 
Friday to Monday on 1350. r’PH is 79 Kestrel Road, Wirrel,I46 6BW. 

MANOHMSTSR AREA, 

A number of stations have been operating recently from the City ihcluding 
VEI£ on 102.4 and LASER on IO3.5 

Also still going strong from Cheshire each Sunday evening is VIEWPOIM* 
on 96.3 with religious programmes. 

AdrianGxtke 
The launch of the Artra Satellite has given the British Media something 

now to talk about for a few months. Many of the reports have created the 
impression that Satellite Television is totally new. Tliis maybe the case 
fcr manj'- people, now having access for the first time through the new 
budget priced dishes and receivers, however it is not exactly true. The 
current Eutelsat and Intelsat Satellites have carried Satellite programmes 
to Cable companies for the past two years or so, and because of the 
different bandwidths for audio and video channels, extra space has been 
"found” for added Sound channels. The Sports Network Screensport has 
been able to take advantage of this by adding French and German Commentar¬ 
ies to its programmes, whilst on other Satellite channels there is room 
for Satellite Radio channels. From the United Kingdom relays of the BBC 
World Service are transmitted around Europe, often picked up and relayed 
on FM, Currently there is only one Unique service, Radio Radio, "The 
Super Station" partly owned by the Virgin group under Richard Branson. 
Radio Nova closed in January after financial difficulties. Marketing the 
station was difficult, a problem Radio Radio is also finding. It is 
reported that Richard Branson will not put any more money into the project. 

The Stations; 

VOA EUROPE 

Transmitted from Washington, USA, a subsiduary of the state funded Voice 
of America VOA Europe is relayed on FM around Europe including stations in 
West Germany and Italy, The format covers the lighter end of the AOR 
spectrum, and the music is interspersed with features about life in Europe 
and the USA, News is on the hour either from the main output of the Voice 
of America, or at peak times especially prepared bulletins*. European weather 
is also added. The pace of the station is helped by the fact that there are 
no Commercials. Syndicated Shows are broadcast, mainly at the weekends, and 
amongst those taken are American Top Forty, now hosted by Shadow Stevens, 
Rock and Roll never forgets, and the Country Countdown. In the evenings 
the station joins the main output of VOA. The material is available Free 
to operators of other stations, should they wish to use it. A similar 
arrangement is used for the BBC World ervice. 
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RADIO RADIO "THE SUPER STATION* 

Essentially not a station as such this satellite feed is available oa 
the audio channel for Super Channel. A tost tone is heard through the 
aay, the exception being Sunday when London News station LBC is carried, 
this includes the Network Chart Show between I7OO and I900. Programming 
is a mix of Pop/AOR with Star name presenters including Johnathon Rosa, 
Snooker Star Steve Davis, who presents an Interesting Soul Show, Phi] 
Kennedy (ex-Hadio One) ar^d Dixie Peach (ex- Radio One and Radio Caroline) 
- rogramming runs from 2200 through until 0600 the next morning, 

SKY RADIO 

Could this be Europe’s most boring Radio station ? A non-stop selection 
of MCR Music, interspersed with only the occasional promotional announcement. 
The DJ was removed because it was regarded as a language barrier to a 
r^irowjde Radio station! Commercials are yet to appear. The station is 
programmed in Holland by iiob de Boer productions for Sky and all the music 
Is or. Compact Disc. The playlist can be found on Sky text Page 14 0. 

cartj: 0?^ 

The station of the Stars"— we've heard that before somewhere. Another 
MOR station with a team of mainly IXitch DJs presenting programming in 
English, drifting into lutch for some of the links. Commercials are in 
English / Imtch, with News read In Dutch on the hour and in English 
during the day on the halfh,our. Many Ex- Offshore presenters can be iound 
on the station. 

In addition tc the above there ip. STARSAT RADIO, A German Won Stop Top 40 

^ format but rresented entIr»L in 
or^R^i?iuv"CI^®' provides a relay of the German serviL 
of Radio huxembourK on its sub-channel to RTL plus. Thi.s joins the Krurlish 
Ungua^e service at midnight. v » o r..«iisn 

visual counterpart is only in its infancy and 
ralstaxes will no coubt be made. Cable One with its Radio Two like format is 

continue, and 
when n twenty years time ve look back on the beginnings, will any of the 
Satellite rtacio pioneers still be there? 

Recomended reading to make life after Wavelength more bearable. 

ACTIVITY KAGAZIlffi. 

A relatively new publication devoted to Short Wave Free Radio, and ' 
featuring articles by Britain Radio's Roger lavis and our very own indv 

Romfo^ 1° llagazine, J Greenway, Harold Park, 
Romford Essex, England. RM3 CHH. ’ 

FRS GOES EX. 

A monthly publication from EMropeS, Top Free Radio station. Featured is 
Short Wave, Offshore, Wews about FR3 Holland, and feature items, 
o-ubscriptlons; BK 21.50 /f 21.50 /£6.25 - outside Europe USII3.OO 

Be a real OFFSHORE and esepecially a GAROI.INV fan and become a member 

fO.75/ addre.ss and I IRC/l5(p stamp/ 

GRC, Po Box 519, 2690 AH G7AND, The'Wetherlands and you'll receive within 
two weeks fuM details about tr.e Caroline Kacio Club and Cfishor! plaNne 
plus a 1..1 r. 1 i i Lii'.e r oi Radio Carr 1 ine/Radio 819, 
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l SteveWest 
"Do a final technical article" he says, so here we go: How to build your 

very own loop aerial in one easy lesson. 
Take two pieces of wood about l.^m long (size is up to you} and join in 

the middle to form a cross. Fit suitable bracing to stop it moving and 100mm 
wide pieces to the ends of the cross. Next wind seven turns of plastic 
covered or enamelled copper wire around the pieces on the ends of the legsi 
keeping each turn about 10mm from the next. Fit a variable capacitor (500pf; 
to the frame ^an old radio tuning cap will do} and connect to the ends oi‘ 
the wire and your loop is coir.p.lete . If you want to connect it to your receiv 
-er, add another separate single turn and connect the ends to the aerial 
terminals of your receiver. 

To operate, using a radio with built in ferrite aerial, tune into station 
and rotate the radio for the best signal, then place the loop at right 
angles to the set and adjust tuning cap for maximum signal and rotate loop 
for the best reception or to null out unwanted signals, 

ibere you are, easy isn't it f The sJze of the loop should be as large as 
possible d<-pending on space available, since the'galn'is proportional to 
the area ol the coil. The smaller the loop the less gain it has. With a 
minor adjustment to the tuning cap the loop can be extended to include long 
wave as well. It will not improve all signals however, since it is someth¬ 
ing to do with the magnetic component of the signal» or something like that, 
but It works, ar^d it's cheap: loop cost no more than £2, it doesn’t have 
to look good to perform right. 

lor the illiterate amongst you see the drawing below. 
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Adrian Cooke 
It's been a long four years behind the typewriter, and we've covered many 

different stories and seen several stations come and go. For our own format 
it would be fair to say that we've just had the two faces from the initial 
launch in December 1984 and again in Febuary 1987 when the magazine recelTed 
a new look. 

The first major story was the launch of radio Monique, the original Dutch 
language service from the Ross Revenge which started on December i6th at ^ 
11,00 GET on 96j kHz, with Oarolineb English programing moving to 576kHz, 
Monique was to continue until November 24th ahead of the collapse of the 
giant aerial mast.Also in that second issue an item on a Daily Mail report 
that Essex Radio's Eddie Blackwell was planning to put 3;^er 558 off the 
air. A charge he later denied. The plan was that a party would go out to 
the ship and cut the anchor chains. Mr Blackwell thought that some of his 
own staff members had been working for the offshore station and was hoping 
that former staff member Paul Rusling, who had been involved with Laser in 
that station^ early days was the man for the job. However a meeting between 
the two was secretly recorded, with a copy of the tape being obtained by 
the Daily Mail, 

Wavelength Ihimber 5 opened with the news that two popular land based stat 
-ions had closed. Sunshine Radio in Ludlow, Shropshire had broadcast a 
small scale ILR operation in an area previously unserved by any other 
channel, and had attracted much public support. So much so that when a BBC 
man planning a future local radio station arrived to look over the area he 
was told by a local official that the area already had its own radio 
service. Sunshine Radio was to return to the air for some Sunday and Bank 
holiday transmissions. Radio Jackie was not so lucky. Following a massive 
DTI raiding campaign Radio Jackie closed on February 4th 1985i even 
suffering a raid during her dying minutes. The publicity around the station 
at the time of the closure was enormous, and support came from people of 
all ages, including the local Labour Party MP, Harriet Harman v,-ho said she 
supported the principal of Community Radio being demonstrated by Jackie. 

One of the most controversial moves in Offshore Radio history was the 
lead stoiy in two editions of Wavelength starting with the August 1985 
edition. Known as Eurosiege, the name given by Laser 558 jock Charlie Wolf, 
the British Governments blocade began on August 9th when the Dioptric 
Surveyor took up a position 150 yards from the portside of the m,v. 
Communicator the home of Laser 558, Ihe arguemenj; was more theory than fact 
The charge was that the Offshore radio stations were a potential threat to 
life with the danger of causing interference to Emergency services. Exactly 
why Offshore radio was likely to cause this more than any of the land based 
stations belcnging to the BBC and IBA was never explaned. The cost of the 
operation was put at £50,000 a month and the suggestion was that the IHA 
had initiated the action. At first the siege backfired on its organisers, 
the publicity surrounding the blocade caused the largest upsurge in support 
for Offshore Radio since the I96O3 with television, radio and newspapers 
taking an interest at both local and national level. Our lead story in 
December took a new turn as on Tuesday November 5^^ Communicator was 
escorted into Harwich harbour by the DTI'3 replacement vessall the Gardline 
Tracker. Everyone thought it was to be the end but the story of Laser was 
about to move into book two. 

Publishing bi-monthly often worked as a disadvantage for Wavelength. We 
had missed the launch of Radio Monique by days for our fir's! issue, and so 
with many readers already having read the news we found that stories had to 

be covered in greater depth, or from a completely different angle. In June 
1)d6 the situation was turned to our advantage. East Anglian Productions 
had purchased the communicator after it had been put up for auction to set 
outntaiid in** debts. Ibis news was released shortly alter we had gone to press 
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with the previous month’s edition. So we contacted ‘EAP direct and the result 

was" one of our most highly praised feature articles which made the issue a 

best seller, and only added to Wavelength’s growing reputation. EAP’s Bill 
Rollins was able to put the record straight on many rumours which were 

circulating at the time, such as Charlie Wolf,who was reported to be on the 

ship, this was denied, and souveneir hunters who had helped themselves to 

equipment from the ship were rebuked. 
Technical artiies also brought praise to Wavelength. Despite their popular 

—ity nobody else carried them. Our only regret is that we did not feature 

more. Steve West and Mark 'Ihyrao were the writers behind the DIY Radio series. 

Despite the many happenings in' the country Ireland took a back seat as far 

as actual news was concerned, although we did cover the closure of Radio 

Nova in March 1906. We thought that Anoraks UK were already covering this 

aspect of Free Radio in great detail, and anything we published would only be 

repeat ng what had already been said. However in Wavelength 12 Stove West 

started what was to be the Anorak feature of all time. Four Go Mad in Ireland, 
a collection of stories and Interviews from a week of travels around the 

republic. A second series was started in June 1980• Th® radio situation in 

Ireland was unique, a never to be repeated experience. After all where else 

could you turn up on the doorstep uninvited, and be given a tour around the 

station, and off the cuff interviews. Martin Block of Q102, and Dob Powell, 

late of Sunshine 101 were two of the many people we spoke with, but the 

amazing thing was the warmth of the welcome which was no different in the 

city to what it was in the country. 
In December 1966 Laser again took the headlines, this time with the 

relaunch as Laser Hot Hits. The return had been expected, but many technical 

problems, and perhaps too much of tryirv-; to recreate the past meant that 
this project failed from the start, or did it ? Laser 558 made many stations 

take a new look at their music policy. Laser Hot Hits with its set of lively 

yimerioan Voice Cvers had its production tecniques'’borrowed" by ILR. such 

as "Turn it up loud and rip off the Knob" found their way to Radio City, 

Radio Ifova and Chiltem Radio to name byt three. ^ ^ ^ , 
February 1987 saw a new look to V/avlength. 'Ihe number of pages increased, 

there were new title headings, and our familiar two column lay^t was 

chaneaJto ona reading right across the patf®. The reaction was favourable. 

Hot so when we chose to replace the Short wave news section with a simple 

loggings table. Wavelength had been the only regular s^rce of printed 
Short wave news from the United Kingdom within a Free Radio publication, tie 
knew we had made a serious mistake. After two issues, tne ohort Wave 

feature section returned in October 1987- o 
Wai^ength has been critical of certain aspects of the ' 

One campaign which was regularly voiced was that stations, on the Short 

•vave-bands^in particular were just causing trouble for tneraseives by 
thrnkS abSut 3hich frequencies were used. I don't think tha everybody 

listen^, but at least we tried. Whilst not trying to pretend that we 
were a hard hitting investigative journal we have managed to cover s me 

interesting aspects of Radio over the past four years, althou^ on 
occasioas such as the relaunch of Radio Sovereign (August 198?) we found the 

of^tL^Io*r.stlmuiating aspects of Wavelength has been the ability to 

ta^ a critical look at what is happening in i-ree Radio. Our re^lar team 

Of writers Andy Walk.^ IZnTtZT ' 

.fometrm^t -8 ^rre^I include myself this lead to critlsim, but perhaps that 

Is wnat it was all about. 

SteveWest 
Wednesday July lat; Left Cavan and detoured to Balturbet and L'mside Radio. 

No problem spotting this station as their lattice ms^t and PM beam stood out 

a mile, it Just took us some time to find our way around to the studios. Once 

that we had convinced them that we wem't from the P&T we were shown around 

the station that was set up in a number of portacabins, with the tx in what 
looked like a portaloo! 

Leaving them we headed south back past Cavan to BallyJajnesduff, home of 

Breffni Radio. 'IViis was another station that took some finding, especially if 

you tried to follow the directions given by the locals (see last series) and 

in the end it came down to driving around until something showed on the fre4U 

-ency counter. Breffni was located in a bungalow in the middle of nowhere 

with the medium wave tx in an outhouse and the OB studio in a caravan outside, 
inside, the studios were much the same as others that we had seen throughout 

our trip; IVo decks, cassette docks for ads and Jingles and an eight channel 

mixer. A bit cramped, but no different to the majority of others. 

From uroffni we zigzagged across to i,ongford and Independent rtadio iiong- 

ford. The x'M signal from this station didn't seem very good, and it wasn't 

until we wore at the station that we learnt that we had been listening to the 
FM link, a minute tx which was sitting on the floor of the studio hallway, we 

also heard of the problems caused by a previous station in the town; apparant 

~ly they had opened up, taken a load of money for advertising then disappeared 

Then IRL had come along and found a few problems in getting people to part 

with their money! 

While at IltL they mentioned a station that had opened up in the small 

village ot Leg an ^ midway between Longford and Mullingar. Legan Local fladio did 

not appear on the latest Anorak list so we decided to investigate, since we 

were going that way anyway, but once ugain we found ourselves chasing around 

the countryside looking for the station. (Legan village consists of a dozen 

house scattered across two or three square miles: not easy to find one with a 
station in) Ihis was eventually traced to a house, the occupants of which were 

suite surprised to be the objects of such attention. LLR, which was only on FM 

had it seemed been started by the "owner" to give his children something to do 

during the school holidays, The studio was a disco set-up in a caravan next 

door and the DJ, who couldn't have been more than fourteen, was playing her 

favourate records for all her friends. The tx was a homebrew affair built by 

the father, about 20W into a dipole, despite which it managed quite a good 
signal into Mullingar,,our .gtop for the night. Before finding the B&B we 

dropped by Midway, Mullingar's country and Irish station, home of the convert¬ 

ed pmr tx (see last series) and then to {?adlo West, homo of one of the few 

Free Radio programmes put out by the Irish stations. This was now calling 

itself Radio 5 West or National Radio 3i apart from some new paintwork 

and logos ( the car stickers raised some eyebrows back in the UK) little had 
changed from the last visit. 

Thursday July 2nd; Left Mullingar, with a detour to the West tx site; this 

as last time, is stuck out in the middle of a field, and compriaesgenerator 

hut, tx portacabin and diasel tank with a lattice mast. GrabDed some photos 

and then back to the car and away to Athlone, home of Signal 102 ( I wonder 

where they got their Jingle package ?) Very quiet here with the dj listening 

on the headphones and the newsreader sitting eind reading the paper ( for the 

latest news ?) 
From Athlone to Ballinasloe, home of Kandy Radio. First we traced the MW 

site, which was on a farm just outside the town with scaffold pole mast and 

lieadle Eddie tx linked on FM. Surprisingly we couldn’t pick up the FM on the 

car radio even as we headed towards the studios in the town. These were in 

the upstairs of a fomer printworks, with a large number of "dangerous 
structure signs around. Tills we vftif* told by the operator who had gone out 

to a local shop while a tape was playing and who leturned after we had gone 

through the place and taken the photos was only a temporary setup pending a 

move to a new site. 'I'he reason for the poor FM signal was becau.so half the 

aerial had fallen off ("Well the tx gets warm, but it works"). Needless to 

say they had disappeared by our next visit in 1980. 
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Leaving Kamdy, we headed for Galway, but the only local station we could 

find was KrTI, a few miles West of the City. We eventually managed to find 

the studios, on top-of a hill at Moycullen in what appeared to be a newly 

completed house, with the dipole aerials up the hillside a bit. At first we 

thought that the site was deserted, but then saw the dj in the upstairs 
studio. The house was completely empty except for a few items of furniture 

the FM tx and other components scattered around the kitchen. The studio had 

much the same as other stations, the records piled around the upstairs room, 

but the view through the massive picture windows was something else: looking 

across Lough Corrib and most of Galway it is the best I've seen from a studio 

window. It was explained that the stations we had listed for Galway had clo¬ 

sed down, the last one only the previous week and that the nearest ones were 

in Tuam to the inorth and tennis to the South. Since we wereheading that way 

we decided to head for West Coast Radio in Ennis. This was above a record 

shop and, as I have said before, resembled the majority of other small local 

station!, The Co-owner (or Whatever), Tony Garland was quite chatty: It seems 

that he came from Brighton and lives in Ennis, and knows BBC Grandstand 

presenter Desmond Lynham who comes from Ennis and lives in Brighton but for 
some reason they both tend to miss meeting each other when each visits the 

other’s town (or something like thatj see A,Cooke for details.) Ihe FM tx 
was a surprise; a converted Tye Westminster pmr rig which seemed to be run 

directly off the mains via a power supply marked 12v but on investigation 

turned out to be giving twenty times that (nobody told the op that until he 

got a shock from it*.) 
As a foot-note to this part we revisited WCR in 1988: by now they had 

moved into much better accomodation and were using 'professional' (ABC Radio) 

transmitting equipment. The studios had been vastly improved, all due to them 

Joining in with some local businessmen and getting the necessary finance. The 

intention is to go for the loc- 1 radio franchise when it appears, but alredy 

another group has appeared claiming that they would provide a 'proper' local 

radio service, although at a public meeting they were unable to say how they 

would do this - or what was wrong with the existing WCR service. How far 

they will get remains to be seen. a. 
Friday July 5rd: T^ft the bScB at Ennis and South to Limerick. Our first 

radio site of the city was of Radio Lumini and City Centre Radio on opposite 

sides of the road. We had heard both stations the previous year, which had 

prompted us to forget Limerick and try elsewhere, but this year only Luimini 
was on the air, although op'John the Man' tends to shut down when he goes 

away on holiday. The other two stations In the city were Hits 954, with mote 
than a faw well-known Offshore and landbaaed faces, and- no-tmore than a few 

houses away- Soiind Channel. 954 were not too keen on letting us take 
pictures of the studio, which used some of the former London Radio Sovereign 

equipnent, since they wanted to keep it a secret or nomething- from their 

rivals. Sound Channel were equally cagey about their setup, but were in e 

process of moving from the third floor to the basement ol the same ^’uildi^. 

Prom Limerick, and deciding to forget Kerry becairse oi time we for 

Tipperary Community Radio (no different to last time), ^rth Coi-k Co^nlty 

Radio in Mallow(no change here either), WBEN in Cork (Nothing new) ^ 

Community Radio Youghal. The Cork scene had not changed very »ch with WKLR, 

WBKH and ERI the main stations with a couple of 
again wo tried to get into Eungarvan Community Radio and havi^ found the 

elusive ■■Ben"(3tation owner) at the local tv shop we were told that they were 

re^ilding the studio and we couldn't see it. Finally into Waterford and 

having found a BiB for the night, dropped into ABC, who were getting ready to 

move around the comer to new studios above a pub and surgery (not much comment 

you can make) TV.at evening we drove over to Clonmel to CBC, who 3"^ “P 
their keep tor the night, and Centre Radio who let us in despite it being 

fairly late in the evening. Once again, little had changed. 

Saturday July 4th; Headed noarth to Kilkenny in brilliant sunshine, dropped 

in at KCR to admire their MW tx: since the previous year this had been rebuilt 

with a very nice pi-tank, new chassis etc, though it was still spread out 

across the table, output was about from 2 8I33 driven by an 807 with 4 
813s in the modulator# On FM, the same tx was still being used although the 

polarisation had been changed from verticil to horizontal. From Kilkenny to 
Carlow and CLR (Carlow jiiOcal xiadloy where, once again, nothing had changed# 

Carried on to juublln where we spent a couple of hours trying to find a way up 

the jfM sites on ihree Rock Mountain and then our final station call of the 

year at Tallaght Community Radio with quite a nice wood panelled studio 

console# Then it was North to Lame and the evening ferry heme. 

There you have it a bit rushed, this being the final issue of Wavelength, 

but yet another aucessful anoraklng over# We returned again in I988 for a 

final circuit of Ireland before the big closedown, this time managing to 

cover the two areas omitted before: Donegal and Kerry# In cases where we 

have visited stations each year, few changes - if any - have been noticed, 

with one or two exceptions# Some have disappeared without trace, others 

have appeared in theit place# One thing that did attract our attention in 

1980 was that a lot of stations had improved their transmitters: certainly 

ABC had sold a lot of FM txs# As a result I have drawn up an Anorak "Book 

of Records" as follows: 

Most amazing studio Set up; 
II II II I, 

Best tx/link set up; 

Worst tx/link set up 

Worst tx: 

Best Studio Site: 

Worst Studio Site: 

Most lethal tx; 
Most improved station: 

Best Welcomei: 

Worst Welcome: 

ERI(Cork) I960 

(ie that it works): Westside Radio 1987 

Q102 1987 
Boyneside Radio I986 
Boyneslde Radio 1986 

KFM (Galway) 1987 

Kandy Radio 1987 

Radio Lublin 1986 

WCR (Ennis) 1988 
Laois Community Radio/WCR Ennis 1986/88 

Radio Lublin 1988 

In the past three years, during three visits to Ireland, I visited 

over 00 stations, driven over 6,000 miles, taken over 700 photos and 
recorded over 250 hours of tape of a radio system the likes of which will 

probably never be seen again. 

Of the 80 plus stations visited, often with no advance warning, almost 

all were happy to let us in to see the studios, equipment, cupt of tea,etc. 

A far cry from 'local' radio in the UK, where you are lucky to get past the 

first guard at the gate. Whether this will be true when the new stations 

come on remains to be seen. I hope that these articles have given the aver¬ 

age reader an idea of what radio was like across the Irish Sea, perhaps in 

the not too distant future Three Go Mad in Ireland; The sequel might appear 

somewhere. 

So what of the future ? The promised ndw licences loom on the horizon, 

but will these turn out to be a false dawn, the only ones to be issued, or 

will we see more appear in every town and village? I wait and see. Perhaps 
Ireland can show the UK how a proper LOCAL radio system should work, 

something we can follow - when or if community radio gets off the ground 

here. Whatever happens, free radio will never sound the same. 

OFFSHORE fans!!! Send only £2.00 and you'll receive within 2 weeks a set 

of mini-posters of the R033 Reveri^re, T^ie Conununicator and the foimier Dutch 

nhip the Norderne/, home of Radio Veronica, aiid exclusive to the Caroline 

^ladlc C].ub. Servi to CliG, Fo Box 319 - 2690 AH Gzand, The Netherlands# 
If you send £3*G0 you'll also receive a sample Issue of the B1-lingual 

magazine (Caroline Radio News) with rany articles and photos of Radio 

Caroline, Radio 819 and other Offshore .otations# 
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Herewith I thank Editor Adrian Cocke for the very long ti«e of corresponding 
and co-operation about tne Offshore Radio Scone especially for the Magazine 
Offshore, and Offshore Magazine, for almost 4 years (l) I wish him a very 
aucessful career as a broadcaster and Actor* All the Best and hope to hear 
from Adrian vin the media in the future. . • 

Eduard Van Loon, 
Editor Offshore Magazine 
Po Box 319 
2690 AH *s Gravenzande. 

Thankyou Eduard, Ihls acting thing, it *s only a hobby, Adrian, 

I very sorry to read that you are giving up Wavelength for good. But at 
the same time I understand that it roust be difficult to produce a magazine, 
and at the same time do other Important things. Well, I'm happy that I once 
discovered your magazine, I've learned a LOT about Radio, and I have had 
many great tiroes together with it. I wish you all the best with your fututre 

plans . Fetkrson, 

Sttdertttlje, Sweden. 

I am sorry to read that Wavelength will end its suceesful publication - 
an excellent source of information. I fully understand the problems - 
I also prepare a monthly column for Television magazine. 

I'd like to thank you for your efforts with Wavelength over the past few 
years. An excellent effort. 

With every best wish f6r your future sucess „ ^ 
^ ^ Roger W Bunney 

Romsey, Hants, UK. 

Just a note to express my regret at the closing of Wavelength, but being 
Christmas Time I will bury my sorrow and wish you every sucess with your 
future ventures. I will certainly miss your Informative mag, and there 
seems little left now that Monitor has gone and Radio Fax also. . • 

I)ennis Starr, 
Bletchley, UK. 

Today received Wavelength 24 and sad to read that Wavelength will reach an 
end with issue 25* I hope someone may take over or a new magazine starts up 
covering Free Radio. 

Well as you know 1 started getting Wavelength from issue No.l and have seen 
all the changes in the quality of the magazine since that first i sue. 

David Miller, 
Dunedin, Hew Zealand. 

Mall can comtinue to be sent to Fo Box 5 for the time being, we'll try 
and answer any Individual queries as soon as possible. In addition there are 
a number of back issues available for Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, I5, 16, 17, 
18, 21, 22, 23i 24, just 50p each. 

PoBoxS, 
Hunstanton, 
Norfolk. 
PE365AU. 
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Neil Frazer 
Popular authors will tell you that the hardest word to write is the first 

one. problem starts with all the words after the first one, especially 
when it's a subject I'm involved in. Through 'Wavelength magazine and Free 
Radio I've met a lot of very nice people, sadly I've also met a great many 
crooks. The very nature of Free Radio requires it to operate like a wartime 
resistance movement, false names, mailing addresses, secret meetings. These 
tend to attract a criminal element, in turn the Government slaps penalties 
to the pirate radio operator which seem nothing short of vindicture. 

Sermons over, what does the future hold for radio ? Forget the 200 -300 
planned radio stations, ILR and the new incremental contractors will band 
together to block it. One of the planned National Commercial Radio stations 
will have financial problems and be taken over by a satellte TV/ Radio 
service. 

Eon't be surprised if a couple of Radio Newssheets or Magazines close this 
year; but I suspect another Free uadlo Magazine to appear, maybe within the 
next six months. It's also not unlikely that Now Radio will have some 
competition. Printed on glossy paper, with quality pictures and the backing 
of the record industry. It may also have a lot more input from legal radio 
stations in the UK and elsewhere. 

For any Free Radio magazine I make the following suggestions - Don't sit 
back and wait for news and stories, get out there and chase them down your¬ 
self. Don't claim to supply the latest news from around the UK/World when it 
is clear that you don't. I know of one radio station that has a higher 
population^audience reach than most Ethnic London stations, yet no mention 
is made of it in any publication. If you want to print rumours make it 
clear that the reader understands that it Is , a rumour. 

It would be nice of the ILR and BBC stations could get their acts together. 
Fortunes wasted on computerised playlists, overpaid DJs and Newsroom staff 
and a mass of other bodies who seem to be neither use or ornament* Hie 
forthcoming de-regulation may force radio bosses to cut waste on staff and 
equipment. The first station to cut their sales force, and put them to work 
on audience research could raise their audience levels overnight; more 
competition over musical format will give the listener a greater variety. 

The next few years will bring great chariges to radio. Hie 7/24 pirates 
may go but unlicenced operators will continue, so keep tuning the dial 
because a transmitter is useless without a listener. 

Remember Centre itadio, Hie First IBA station to go out of business ? It 
seems that they never paid Alfasound for their final Jingle package. Based 
around tne theme "At the Centre of everything" said package now seems to 
turn up everywhere, fou will remember that at one time there were no less 
than three Centre Radios around the Irish republic, the package has also 
been resung arid apj>eared on the Jingles 3 LP, etc. I suppose you have to 
find a way of recouping your losses somehow. 

As ILR stations around the United Kingdom continue the "Great Frejuency 
Con" by offering split seivlces it should be pointed out that Radio Caroline 
have offered a split frequency service lor some time now. It’s called . . . 
Invicta Radio. 

Whilst talking about Caroline can somebody tell me if the recent Charity 
fast wis planned, or whether the Tender failed to arrive. 
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